
Fresh Air Science
May 26th – June 5th

K-3rd

Record in a journal, on a piece of paper, on the computer, by 
explaining your observations to someone, or by taking a picture.

*A model is a representation of  something that makes it easier 

to understand. A model can be a diagram, picture, or a 

physical model.  Models may contain drawings, arrows, and/or 

words.

Digging Deeper into Seeds:

 How do seeds spread to new places?

 Can you regrow a plant without a seed?

 What seeds do animals eat?

 How could you find out what seeds birds like best?
 How does the size of the seed compare to the size 

of the plant? Why?

 How does the shape and size of a seed help the 

plant survive? 

Check out these cool links:

https://safeYouTube.net/w/dcFF

https://safeYouTube.net/w/9dFF

https://safeYouTube.net/w/9jFF

https://safeYouTube.net/w/TmFF

https://safeYouTube.net/w/7bGF

ONE tiny SEED
Over the next two weeks, find at least 5 days to: 

1. Choose a question from the list, or create your 
own to explore.

2. Make observations and record results. 

3. Create a model*. 

Possible Questions:

 Can you sprout a grain of rice or a bean?

 Do seeds need soil, light, and water to sprout? 

To grow?

 What’s inside a seed? Why is each part 

important?

 What seeds do you eat?

 Where are the seeds in food?

 Can you find any tree seeds?

Click Here to Read About Seeds

https://safeyoutube.net/w/dcFF
https://safeyoutube.net/w/9dFF
https://safeyoutube.net/w/9jFF
https://safeyoutube.net/w/TmFF
https://safeyoutube.net/w/7bGF
https://s3.amazonaws.com/nstacontent/PB329X6.pdf?AWSAccessKeyId=AKIAIMRSQAV7P6X4QIKQ&Expires=1589978306&Signature=XwUUZRu%2btaislZrF5pgBOayZgaU%3d


Re-growing Veggies

You will need:

• the stumps of any type of lettuce, celery, or green onion 

STEP 1: Place the lettuce hearts in a shallow container of water. Make 

sure the water does not cover the lettuce.

STEP 2. Change the water each day.

Within a day or two you should see results.

Make sure to move your lettuce into the sun as well.

IDEAS:

Germinating Seeds in a Bag
• Dampen a paper towel. 

• Place seeds on paper towel. 

• Place in a clear baggie. 

• Tape to a sunny window.

• Observe!

Try more than one type of seed 

and compare (rice, kidney 

bean, lima bean, acorn, pine 

cone or any seed you can find).

Floating or flying seeds. Many seeds, like 
dandelions, cottonwoods, milkweed and cattail 
are light and have adaptations that allow them 
to be easily carried by the wind. Do some 
seeds have a “better” design than others? 
Place several different seeds on a table. Using 
a small fan or your own breath, blow on the 
seeds. Note how far the different seeds fly. Do 
they fly in a straight line? What seeds fly the 
farthest distances? Why?

Seeds that become food. Some seeds get 
transported to another place by being eaten. 
The seeds pass through an animal’s digestive 
tract and grow when they are excreted. What 
advantages might this have for a seed? How 
are seeds not crushed and destroyed when 
they are eaten? Can a half-eaten seed still 
germinate? As an experiment, try crushing 
some seeds and see if they will still grow.

https://bookflix.digital.scholastic.com/pair/detail/bk0132pr/story?authCtx=U.600031132
https://bookflix.digital.scholastic.com/pair/detail/bk0084pr/book?authCtx=U.600031132

